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Editor 

Mother Jones 

222 Sutter Street 

Suite 600 

San Francisco, CA 94108 

 

Dear Sir or Ma’am, 

 

Our home is heated in the winter with natural gas. For the majority of the year, we are paying a natural 

gas bill to heat our home and heat our water. How do you heat your home? In recent years, the cost of 

natural gas has skyrocketed. This winter, our average monthly natural gas bill has been $250 for an 

annual cost of $1800, included in this cost is the gas used to heat our hot water tank. There must be 

another way to heat our homes that doesn’t cost this much and at the same time doesn’t require us to 

wear our winter coats in the house while being heated. 

 

I propose a 2,500 word article, detailing the process we have completed in learning about alternative 

heating options. Did you know that you can heat a home with wood pellets, hulled corn, sunflower 

seeds, cherry pits, and/or soy beans? There is a whole market that deals with the creation of alternative 

heating options, used as furnaces or stoves. Historically used in the south since the 1960’s, these heating 

alternatives are becoming more available in the northern states. I propose to discuss the difference 

between the main heating options, the conventional heating options like natural gas, propane, and 

electric and the alternatives that include hulled corn and wood pellets. This article will show there is a 

50% reduction or more in the cost of heating your home in the winter with an alternative heating 

option. 

 

I propose to interview a local heating repair company, asking about their opinions on alternative heating 

options. How do you feel about the trend in alternative heating options? I also propose interviewing 

individuals who have followed the process and either installed a stove or furnace into their homes. How 

did you find out about these heating options? How long did the process take for you to decide on the 

heating option you’ve got now? How much a month, during the winter, do you spend on your original 

heating source? 

 

Upon acceptance, I can prepare a rough draft, ready for review within four weeks. The format for this 

story can be flexible to the magazine’s needs. 

 



I am also including my resume for your review. I have experience with editing, writing and proofreading, 

along with technical writing and grant and proposal writing. I am currently a senior at Cleveland State 

University, looking to graduate in May 2008. Writing samples from my educational history, along with 

my past employment experiences can be found at my Web site: eportfolio.cathyhennes.com. 

 

Thank you for this opportunity. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

 

Cathryn Hennes 



Cathryn A. Hennes 
375 High Street ● Elyria, OH 44035 ● (440) 324-1921 ● henneca@hotmail.com ● eportfolio.cathyhennes.com 

OBJECTIVE 

Seeking a challenging employment opportunity as a Technology Trainer, Technical Writer, Grant/Proposal Writer, 
or Writer/Editor. 

SPECIAL SKILLS 

• Over 5 years experience in technical writing, technology training, and technology program development 

• Excellent written and verbal communication skills 

• Exemplary attention to details 

• Over 15 years experience with different software, including: Microsoft Office (Word, Excel, Access, 
PowerPoint, Outlook, FrontPage/Expression Web, Publisher), Lotus Notes, Adobe InDesign and Photoshop, 
Microsoft Digital Image, Adobe PageMaker, Adobe Acrobat, and Microsoft Windows (Vista, XP, 2000, 98, 95) 

EDUCATIONAL EXPERIENCE 

Bachelor of Arts in English 

Cleveland State University – Cleveland, OH (May 2008) 

National Dean’s List (2005-2006, 2006-2007) 

Brainbench Certified Editor (November 2005) 

Brainbench Certified Technical Writer (April 2005) 

Microsoft Office Specialist (October 2003) 

Associate of Arts in Communications 

Burlington County College – Pemberton, NJ (August 1993) 

 Associated Classes 

Technical Writing 

Grant Writing and Proposal Development 

Principles of Public Relations 

Grammar Analysis (Editing and Proofreading) 

Laboratory Newspaper Writing and Production 

Writing for Mass Media 

Magazine Writing 

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE 

Student, Cleveland State University – Cleveland, OH (2006-2008) 

• Interviewed, wrote, and edited news stories for The Cleveland Stater newspaper and published multiple stories 
in all eight editions 

• Created news templates and advertisements in Adobe InDesign and Microsoft Publisher 

• Researched and wrote term papers for Technical Writing, Composition Theory for English Teachers, Imaging 
Africa, English Senior Survey, and Gender in Communication 

• Teamed with group to complete Public Relations Campaign in Introduction to Public Relations, including 
interviewing and preparing for theoretical event to handle a local company’s issue 

• Developed and produced magazine article and submitted proposal to trade journals for publication 

• Interned with Office of Sponsored Programs & Research, reviewing local, public/private, and federal funding 
sources, developing customized reports for professors’ research funding needs and creating/publishing 
monthly funding opportunity newsletter 

Executive Secretary, Cuyahoga Community College – Cleveland, OH (2002-2003) 

• Developed and wrote technical user instructions on using office technology 

• Maintained an electronic process to create, edit, publish, and order nursing education textbooks and syllabi, 
nursing information packet, and nursing student handbook 

• Taught one-on-one nursing education faculty with use of testing scanner machine and Microsoft Office 

• Managed electronic version of education program catalogs, training manuals, information packets, and syllabi 

• Designed an electronic format for nursing faculty to evaluate students’ clinical performances 

• Administered nurse entrance examination 

• Assisted prospective students with entire process of becoming nursing education student 

• Managed Program Manager's and Assistant Dean's schedules 

• Developed tracking database to evaluate and track student lifecycles from prospective student to graduate 

• Answered phone calls regarding nursing programs 
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Programmer Analyst, Intellinex – Cleveland, OH (2000-2001), Ernst & Young – Cleveland, OH (1999-
2000) 

• Wrote all user documentation and how-to guides used in Lotus Notes databases  

• Composed technology-related documentation for department communications  

• Developed and taught customized training materials for new end-users of Lotus Notes and client-specific 
databases  

• Assisted with development of technology training for new hire entry programs  

• Taught developed technology training to all levels of new hires, from college graduates to new partners in 
entry education programs  

• Worked one-on-one with class participants in using Lotus Notes and Microsoft Office  

• Travelled to training programs, setting up technology for instructors and participants 

• Managed and processed $1m worth of technology assets, renting and purchasing equipment when necessary 

• Administered Novell servers used during training programs 

• Created, edited, and proofread technical content stored in Lotus Notes to manage training locations 

• Edited and proofread content of program description and resource submissions, along with program catalogs 
and training manuals (Instructor Guide and Participant Guides) 

• Assisted in creation of standardized design templates for Instructor Guides and Participant Guides  

• Other Roles Played: Program Automation Coordinator/Application Developer, Ernst & Young – Cleveland, 
OH (1996-1999); Lotus Notes Application Developer/Database Manager, Ernst & Young – Cleveland, OH 
(1995-1996); Desktop Publisher/Word Processor, Ernst & Young – Cleveland, OH (1994-1995) 

VOLUNTEER WORK 

2006-Present President  Oakwood Elementary School PTO, Elyria, OH 
2005-2006 Committee Chair Elyria Kindergarten Village Parent-Teacher Club, Elyria, OH 
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Rising heating prices cause home owners to find alternative 

heating solutions 

By Cathryn Hennes 

What does a home owner do with the issue of rising costs for natural gas, especially when 

the only option to heat their home is natural gas? What do we do? 

With the price of natural gas rising, my husband, Rob, and I came across the issue of 

needing to replace our central furnace system at a cost of $2700. After much research, the best 

choice for heating our home was through Alternative Heating Choices. And just what ARE these 

choices? We made our decision based on research of costs to replace our central furnace 

system versus a new, alternative heating source. 

Alternative Heating Choices are also called Biomass Fuels. For driving vehicles, a biomass 

fuel is ethanol, where corn is processed to make fuel. For homes, it’s a matter of taking these 

fuels and burning them to heat the home. There are many choices for these fuels. 

James Dulley, a writer for the Lexington Herald-Leader in Kentucky, suggests the following 

for types of biomass fuel: “Some typical local biomass fuels are corn in the Midwest, peanut 

shells in the South, cherry pits in the North, and wheat or sunflower seeds in the Plains.”  

We have also heard of other fuels such as soy beans. The typical home that is using 

alternative heating will use shelled corn and wood pellets. Wood pellets are also another choice 

for heating.  

Wood pellets are made by taking chippings created at wood mills and compressing them 

into a pellet format. The wood mill, historically, would have taken the chippings and created a 
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waste product. Now, the wood mills can save the environment by converting the chippings into 

pellets. 

We had been researching the usage of such heating systems for a few years. Rob and I 

purchased our current home in 2005. The first problem we had with our home was the old 

windows in the house. With the house being built in 1950, none of the former owners ever 

replaced the windows. This was our first heating problem. In spring 2007, we replaced the 

windows, saving our heating costs dramatically. 

But, the heating prices kept increasing. We had to do something. 

A neighbor of ours introduced us to another neighbor who told us about his “pellet stove” 

that he had installed in his home who is Donnie Ritchie. He invited us over to see his stove. 

The stove was beautiful. It reminded us of an old-fashioned wood-burning stove. That was 

the idea he told us. He said that he had installed it into his home in January a few years earlier, 

being four years now. 

Once he started using his stove, he stopped using his central furnace system all together. He 

said the natural gas company thought there was a problem with his gas meter. They changed 

the meter for him. When they still weren’t receiving any readings of gas usage, they contacted 

Ritchie, asking him if he still lived in his home. 

He said, “Yep. I still live here. I bought a pellet stove to heat my house.” 

That was all that was said in the conversation. 

At the time of installation, he said he was paying a monthly budget price to the natural gas 

company and tried to cancel his budget payments. The gas company would not allow him to 
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cancel the budget. Do you want to know what his budget surplus at the end of that year? He 

had over $900 in overpayments to the gas company. 

Did they return that money he paid? No. To this day, he still has over $400 in surplus on his 

account. 

Ritchie didn’t fight that fact. He said to us that since he has a gas bill anyway, however small 

it is, let them take it from the surplus. 

He hasn’t paid a gas bill in three years! 

He told me just recently that his bill for January, 2008 was $7. He still uses his natural gas, 

but is only using it to heat his hot water tank. 

Rob and I started to research over these past few years, how we wanted to put one in our 

home, but what type to put in. We found out there were stove models, like the one Ritchie had, 

along with inserts for fireplaces and also central furnace systems that could connect to the 

current furnace system, allowing for the heat to enter the rooms like previous. 

What model do we purchase? Of course, the fireplace insert was out of the question as we 

do not have a fireplace in our home. 

We decided that with the rising natural gas prices this was the best year to decide to make 

our change. So, what model do we purchase? a stove or a furnace? And, which brand do we 

purchase? There are many different companies out there to choose from and many different 

retailers who sell the products. 

Ritchie has a pellet stove from the company Quadra-Fire. This company has been in 

business since 1986, with production of pellet stoves in 1990. They produce models that are 

stand-alone stoves and fireplace inserts. 
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Other companies include Bixby Energy, Harman Stove Company, and United States Stove 

Company. 

Initially, we thought of purchasing a central furnace system from the United States Stove. 

This unit was efficient enough and would comfortably heat our home. We could connect into 

our current heating’s duct work, allowing the heat to come directly to each room as the original 

central furnace system did. 

However, we had some problems. Where do we put the furnace? Our home is a brick ranch 

that’s 1274 square feet on the main floor, with a full basement under. The problem we 

encountered dealt with the space the current furnace occupied. We couldn’t just remove the 

old furnace as we also have a central air system in the summer. The furnace would need to stay 

for the central air. And, the room the furnace lives in is also the location of our washer and 

dryer.  

To top it off, this was also the location on the foundation wall where all of our utilities come 

into the house. The meter for the water company, the meter for the gas company, the main 

water line into the house, and our satellite hookup are all located entering through this part of 

the basement. 

We looked at the room to the front of our basement. The basement is broken into two large 

sub-rooms, divided in half with a cinderblock wall to support the main house above. 

We looked into putting the furnace in this front room. Even though the price was right for 

the furnace, there would have been a tremendous amount of extra costs in getting the furnace 

to connect into the existing duct work. 
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In the end and more conversations with Ritchie, we opted for the Quadra-Fire pellet stove.  

We opted to put the stove in our living room/dining room which is a 13 foot by 28 foot 

space. The model we purchased was a Quadra-Fire Classic Bay 1200 (CB 1200), the original 

version developed by the company. 

The stove did cost more ($2300 plus an additional $200 for exhaust pipe materials), but the 

cost evened out as we didn’t need nearly as much piping to get the exhausts outside with the 

stove. With the central furnace system, we still needed to vent the unit separate from the main 

exhaust from the original furnace.  

We were told by store workers at a Tractor Supply Company (TSC) in Wooster, Ohio that the 

central furnace’s exhaust piping still contained remnants of natural gas not burned. If the pellet 

furnace were connect to the main exhaust pipe, the unit could cause an explosion when the 

pellet furnace sparked for burning. 

This was an issue indeed. 

With the pellet stove, the unit isn’t connected with the central furnace at all. 

Ritchie explained to us how he was using shelled corn and wood pellets to heat his home. 

The stove he has is a model slightly smaller than the one we purchased, allowing for him to use 

both in a 50/50 mixture to burn and heat. 

The model we purchased can use wood pellets only to heat the home or the corn/pellet 

mixture that Ritchie uses. Quadra-Fire has also come out with a newer model that can burn 

corn alone, or sunflower seed and wheat. This newest model also burns the wood pellets. 

Additional information specifically from Quadra-Fire can be found on their Web site at 

www.quadrafire.com and select the PELLET link graphic. 
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There is a significant cost savings to us as home owners. We purchased and installed our 

stove on February 19, 2008. After installation, we shut off the furnace. 

Our Natural Gas Company is Columbia Gas of Ohio. While researching for which model to 

buy, I reviewed the gas pricing figures on the Web site for Columbia Gas’s customers. 

It stated that in December, 2007, the cost of gas consumed was $1.03 per unit. This price 

increased 7 percent for the March 2008 bill to $1.10 per unit of natural gas used. Along with 

this figure, we, as consumers, have also been paying a $.32 (32 cents per unit) surcharge for 

maintenance and recovery fees to Columbia Gas. With March’s bill, our gas price was $1.42 per 

unit used. 

On average, over these past few months, when the weather became worse, our natural gas 

consumption has been 10 to 15 units of gas per day. 

What has been our average cost per day? $14.20 in March 2008. 

Distributors of natural gas in our area sent out a mailing stating the natural gas price is 

expected to increase to $1.199 per unit used. When a consumer adds in the 32 cents per unit 

for recovery fees, consumers pay an increase in the per-unit-price to over $1.52 per unit. 

Why this fee important? In February, our gas bill was $250, and our average monthly bill has 

been $250. 

After purchasing our stove, we also had to purchase the fuel that would be used in the 

stove. We needed to find a supplier of the fuel and found that we needed to purchase shelled 

corn and wood pellets. The pellets would be easy to find as they can be found in almost any 

home improvement store, but the cost fluctuates based on where it is purchased. 
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We purchased the pellets from a True Value Hardware Store in the next town over from us, 

Grafton, Ohio. They told us at the time that they had tons of pellets for sale. The cost was $3.99 

per 40-pound bag. A ton of pellets would cost us $200 plus sales tax, totaling $211. These 

pellets were prepared in 40-pound bags. After two trips with both of our vehicles, as we do not 

own a truck, the entire ton of pellets was at our home and stored in our garage. 

The corn was a different issue. The corn used couldn’t just be any corn. The farmers who 

grow the corn have to dry the corn to allow only 13 percent or less moisture contained in the 

corn. Initially, we purchased the corn directly from Ritchie’s co-worker and friend. He also 

purchased a pellet stove at the same time Ritchie did and owns a farm, where he grows and 

dries the corn. This is the same corn that is used to feed the cattle on his farm. 

The corn didn’t last long. 

We had a difficult time reconnecting with Ritchie’s farmer friend to purchase more. We had 

to look for another supplier and quickly. The home improvement stores that were carrying the 

corn were charging in excess of $7.89 per 50-pound bag. 

This was just too expensive to heat our home. 

After a few calls, taking three contacts to find the right person, we found a farmer who 

grows the corn specifically to sell it for burning and heating purposes. This was quite a drive for 

us. We are located in Elyria, Ohio. The farmer lives and runs a farm in Norwalk, Ohio, which is a 

45-minute drive in one direction, west of our home. Knowing how much corn we wanted to 

purchase, wanting a ton of corn, we swapped vehicles with a friend, who owns a truck, to bring 

the corn home. 
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What happened was that the farmer took the work out of cleaning the corn. With Ritchie’s 

friend, the corn we purchased was very “dirty,” meaning it still contained the cob pieces and 

dust. With this new farmer, we were able to get corn that was dried correctly, but also cleaned 

of the cobs and dust. And, the corn was bagged in 50-pound brown bags. 

After two trips to get the bags, we also now have a ton of shelled corn in our garage. The 

total cost for the shelled corn at $5.50 per bag was $220.  

A ton of each the wood pellets and corn will heat our home for approximately 3-4 months.  

What was the total cost of our 2 tons of fuel? Approximately $230. If we were using the 

natural gas every month during this timeframe, our cost would be well over $1000. 

We are now spending an average of $5-$6 per day versus the $14 up a day for natural gas. 

When we finally decided to purchase the unit, we estimated the total cost of natural gas for 

a year, including the natural gas used to heat our hot water tank. That cost was close to $1800 

for a year. Our cost for just heating our home was estimated at $800 for an entire 

winter/heating season. 

There are many others who have been turning to alternative/biomass fuels to heat their 

home. One man specifically, who is Robert Walker. Many of us would know him from the fact 

that he invented and started the Select Comfort Corporation (the mattress people). Living in 

Minnesota, he and his wife built a 12,000 square foot home. A few months later, he was 

shocked to find his monthly heating bill was $1700. 

Being an inventor and interested in the environment, he designed and produced a new line 

of heating options under the name Bixby Energy, starting his company in 2001. His company 

has two products, a pellet stove and a central furnace. Both burn wood pellets and shelled corn. 
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This is an excellent way to use wastes that may have gone into landfills, specifically with 

wood chippings and other agricultural wastes. 

Judith W. Monroe, a writer at Backwoods Home Magazine, said that the stoves of today are 

much more efficient than the one invented in 1969. 

What a good way to give a home owner an option for heating their home and at the same 

time save money on the heating bill while also supporting local farmers. 

It will be good to have a $7 a month natural gas bill! 
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Companies reap profits from rising heating rates 

By Cathryn Hennes 

Consumers work to alleviate rising heating cost issues. As prices increase, home owners 

research options for heating their homes, thus helping to reduce their costs. At the same time, 

home owners are receiving letters from IGS Energy (IGS). We received and read numerous 

mailings from IGS. 

IGS reports the New York Times reporting that “Utilities turn from coal to gas, raising risk of 

price increase.” But just who is IGS and why are they sending mailings like this to me? According 

to their Web site, “IGS Energy is a regional provider of natural gas to both residential and 

commercial customers. Thanks to deregulation, natural gas customers now have the 

opportunity to pay a fraction of the price for natural gas as compared to utility supply costs.” 

This only helps me a little in determining who this company is. Being a home owner and one 

that uses natural gas to heat my home, this information has become very important to me. 

Over the years, the deregulation of natural gas has allowed me to determine how to heat my 

home, or rather who to do business with regarding my natural gas needs. 

According to the New York Times, the newspaper did write a news article that IGS quoted 

correctly.  

What this article speaks of is that electric companies (utilities) will turn from coal to operate 

the generators, making the electric, to switch to natural gas to operate generators that make 

the electric. They say the experts fear a boom in gas demand will send the price of natural gas 

even higher than it is now. 
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“It has happened before: The price of natural gas tripled in the late 1990s and early in this 

decade, partly because so many companies built generators to use the fuel. In some places, the 

power plants became white elephants as higher gas prices made them too expensive to 

operate, compared with coal plants,” said Matthew L. Wald, New York Time reporter. 
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Our life changed for a pellet stove 

By Cathryn Hennes 

Owning a pellet stove does take some work and maintenance to keep the home heated. 

When we made our final decision to purchase the pellet stove over the furnace, we had to 

ask help from a few friends. This help included a truck to pick up the unit and help to open our 

brick wall for the exhaust. 

A friend, who works with concrete and masonry agreed to help with his truck and masonry 

skills. Also, prior to purchasing and installing the unit, a hearth pad needed to be made. 

Because our living room has all hardwood floors, an elevated hearth pad, with carpeting under 

the pad, help protect the floor from scratching and heat from the stove. 

The process took us a few hours to pick-up, deliver and install the unit. The stove we 

purchased weighs over 400 pounds. The reason it took a few hours to install the piping was the 

fact that the men had to break through two layers of brick to open the wall for the exhaust 

pipe. 

The stove was started on February 19, 2008. We have not used the central furnace system 

since this time. 

When the stove is turned on, there is a thermostat that helps control the amount of heat 

generated to heat our home. My husband, Rob, decided, since our regular thermostat for the 

central furnace was located in the hallway of our ranch home, the thermostat for the pellet 

stove would also be located here. Now that we are not using our central furnace, the main 

thermostat sits idle, although, being digital, it allows us to more accurately gauge how warm 

the bedrooms are being heated. 
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Prior to starting with this stove, our furnace was set to a temperature of 68 degrees. 

Because of the cost of gas, we could not afford to increase the temperature. With the stove, we 

are now able to keep the temperature set at 70 to 72 degrees on the main floor of our house 

with the basement of our house staying about 60 degrees. 

But how does the stove work to maintain these warm temperatures? 

At the top of the stove, there is a hopper that holds the fuel. An auger provides the 

operation to move the fuel from the hopper into the burn pot that is located in the front of the 

stove. Depending on the weather outside, we typically make sure the hopper is full in the 

morning and in the evening.  

Plastic tubs are located to the left of our stove currently, that hold the fuel until we move 

the fuel into the stove’s hopper for use. Also, depending on the weather, we refill the two tubs 

every week to week and a half with two bags of pellets and two bags of corn each using eight 

bags of fuel total. 

The burn pot then heats up the pellets and corn to the burning point, where it starts to 

flame. After a certain amount of time, typically 15 minutes, a blower kicks on, allowing the heat 

to release to the living room and throughout the house. We help the process of moving the 

heat through the house with the use of box fans. 

When we check the hopper’s level, we also turn the stove off, allowing us to empty the 

burn pot. The stove burns the fuel creating a “biscuit” remain of the fuel. Depending on how 

often the biscuit is removed, it looks like a blackened rice cake. The suggestion from the 

manufacturer is to empty this burn pot once a day; however, we empty the burn pot twice a 

day so the biscuit doesn’t grow too large. 
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We have other maintenance processes that we have to do with the unit. Every few days, we 

clean the front glass as ash tends to build up on it. Once a day, we vacuum the unit while we 

are emptying the burn pot. Finally, once a week we do a complete clean out of the unit, 

cleaning the heating pipe and internal areas that store the ash and biscuits. 

With using shelled corn, do we ever get a “burnt popcorn” smell in the house? Has the 

stove ever made “popcorn” for us? During the maintenance process, we have to make sure the 

front glass door seals correctly so as to keep the smell out of the house. Oh, yes, there is a 

burnt popcorn smell when the stove first comes on. If you’re diligent when completing 

maintenance, the smell goes outside, instead of inside. 

It was a cold night at the end of March. Cassi, our daughter, was sleeping with me as Rob, 

my husband and a nurse, was working his night shift at a local hospital. I had just gotten our 

pellet stove emptied and readied for the night’s heating. 

She said to me, “What’s that smell? Ewwww! It stinks!” 

Then, I smelled it. 

Burnt popcorn smell! Yuck! 

I had to rush into the hallway and shut down the stove quickly. I opened the glass door front 

and checked the burn pot that looked okay. I closed the door again and started up the stove. 

Luckily, it appeared the stove’s door didn’t seal shut properly. No more bad smell was added to 

the already stinky situation, but we ended up having to fall asleep knowing the smell continued 

through the night.  

A slight odor was noticeable in the morning. 

The stove has also made one “popcorn” kernel for us. 
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By being persistent with the maintenance of this stove, we know we will have this stove for 

years to come, even though we know that errors such as this will happen again. The next time it 

occurs, we will be ready and know how to fix the problem. 

Owning this type of heating source does require devotion and a change of attitude toward 

maintaining our home. We don’t just “hit the button” to turn on our furnace. This heating 

source requires maintenance and can’t be ignored like home owners often do to a central 

furnace. 

We know that this heating solution may not be for everyone, but if you’re a home owner, it 

doesn’t hurt to look into it. More and more home owners are looking into this as a heating 

solution and a money-saving solution. 

We enjoy our stove and enjoy the fact that our home stays warmer with the stove over the 

central furnace. 
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Photos and Captions 

 
This is the US Stove model 6220 corn-fed furnace. Typically, this stove costs $3,300 to 
purchase. When we decided to purchase it, the furnace was on sale for $1,799 at a Tractor 
Supply Company. This furnace heats a home up to 2,200 square feet. 
 

 
This the Quadra-Fire Santa Fe model, owned by Ritchie. This model heats a home up to 
1,500 square feet. 
 

 
The Quadra-Fire Classic Bay 1200 (CB 1200) that we decided to purchase. This is the first 
model developed and sold by Quadra-Fire and heats a home up to 2,500 square feet. 
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This is a photo of our CB 1200 in our living room, sitting atop our home made hearth pad. 
Our living area is the living room and dining room combination, a 13 by 28 foot room, with 
the stove about half way down our outside wall. 

 
This is a photo of the 50/50 corn/pellet combination mix to fuel the stove. 
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Even a heating company owner agrees with alternative heating 

By Cathryn Hennes 

We purchased a pellet stove from a local company, who sells Quadra-Fire products. The 

stove we purchased was the Classic Bay 1200. 

Prior to deciding to purchase the stove, my husband, Rob decided to contact a local furnace 

repair and replacement company. The company is E.H. Roberts. 

To Rob’s surprise, the owner of the company showed up to view our current furnace and 

offer options for repair or replacement. 

During the visit, my husband explained to him that it seemed like our furnace was at least 

20 years old, in which the man agreed. He told Rob how a component of our furnace “had 

gone” and that was why we were paying so much for our gas. 

He said that at least 50% of our heating cost was going out the exhaust chimney because 

the broken component was what kept the heat in the house. Money was literally flying out the 

chimney. 

He asked Rob if we had any other furnace quotes. At the time, we hadn’t.  

Rob did tell him that we were looking at the possibility of replacing the natural gas furnace 

for a corn-fed furnace or stove. 

The owner agreed 100% with Rob about the purchase of an alternative heating furnace as 

he was also getting ready to purchase one for his own home. 

He told my husband that if he had one of the furnace units on hand, he would tear apart the 

unit and learn how the unit was built. He wants to build them himself and offer them to home 

owners who are looking to save money over natural gas. 
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He said he wouldn’t persuade my husband to purchase a new furnace. The new furnace 

could save us up to 50% of the natural gas cost we were paying at the time, but the alternative 

heating furnace would save us even more than 50% over the natural gas cost. 

It was nice to hear that someone who does maintenance and replacement of furnaces 

realizes the market for alternative heating. 

In the future, we do plan on replacing our furnace, especially when the time comes should 

we decide to sell our home. When that time comes, this heating company will be our choice to 

replace that unit. 


